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Abstract� The unsteady Navier�Stokes equations
o�er a large variety of instantaneous solutions even
for rather simple boundary conditions once the rel�
evant spatial and temporal scales of the problem
at hand are adequately resolved� This is especially
true for DNS �Direct Numerical Simulation� of
laminar�turbulent transition� where an initially lam�
inar �ow� disturbed by some unsteady �uctuations
�breaks down	 into small�scale high�frequency tur�
bulence� When trying to study and understand this
process� one faces the problem of identifying the rel�
evant structures to describe the �ow which consist
of vortices and shear layers� and on their isolation
for further investigation� Here� we present a post�
processing method based on the vortex de
nition
proposed by Jeong � Hussain �� and on Feature
Extraction similar to Silver ���� that allows to suc�
cessfully identify� isolate and track vortical features
in a transitional boundary layer�

� INTRODUCTION

Apparently� vortices appear in almost every �ow
from the small�scale turbulent eddies responsible
for energy dissipation to the large�scale motions
in a planet�s atmosphere� Thus� it is quite obvi�
ous that researchers seeking for a description or
a deeper understanding of a certain �ow problem
usually look for a concept that relies on a descrip�
tion of the �ow 
eld in terms of induced velocity�
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vorticity� pressure� etc� based on previously identi�

ed vortices�

However� the proper identi
cation of a vortex is
a di�cult problem� especially when dealing with
digital data on a computer� Firstly� because of the
dependence of the observed �ow 
eld �in terms of
streamlines or particle traces� on the frame of refer�
ence of the observation� Secondly� even when using
criteria which are Galilean invariant� there is much
controversy on how to de
ne a vortex� Recently�
di�erent methods have been compared by Banks �
Singer ��� and Jeong � Hussain ��� for instance�

Mathematically� the most rigorous method is per�
haps the eigenvalue criterion described by Chong et

al� ��� which identi
es regions of complex eigenval�
ues of the velocity�gradient tensor which are con�
nected to a possible occurrence of spiraling or closed
streamlines in some frame of reference� However�
researchers working with this condition 
nd it dif�

cult to interpret� mainly because of jitter pro�
duced by numerical noise� In addition� Jeong �
Hussain �� show examples where this method is
not appropriate� i�e�� not every region that exhibits
�swirl� in some frame of reference moving with the
�ow consists of a vortex� Their own criterion� re�
peated here in x�� does not exhibit these problems�
Because this criterion captures the pressure minima
in planes perpendicular to the vortex axis� it is phe�
nomenologically equivalent to the de
nition used
by Banks � Singer ��� for their predictor�corrector
scheme� Nevertheless� we preferred to implement
the method of Jeong � Hussain since it is much
easier to program than the method of Banks �
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Singer� In addition� the 
rst method automatically
gives reasonable information about the extent and
hence the shape of the identi
ed vortices�

The next aspect that must be addressed here is
the enormous amount of numerical data reduction
that is possible using feature�based visualization
techniques� as proposed for instance by Samtaney
et al� ����� Silver ����� or Silver �Wang ����� Mainly�
their technique consists of identi�cation� segmen�

tation� and tracking of features based on thresh�
olds of the vorticity magnitude� The 
rst subtask
is connected with the vortex�identi
cation problem
described above� the second simply means a de�
composition of a given data set into the features
it contains� while tracking seems only necessary
when dealing with unsteady data� in order to an�
swer questions about �birth�� evolution or �death�
of structures� At present� such techniques are not
yet widely used� nor are parts thereof already im�
plemented into standard visualization�software sys�
tems� However� our examples show that some data
pre�processing routines are su�cient to implement
the present ideas and that any standard visualiza�
tion system can be used to visualize the resulting
time�dependent three�dimensional scalars�

We have combined the method of Jeong � Hus�
sain for vortex identi
cation with feature extrac�
tion and tracking after Silver et al� into one or two
algorithms and we want to demonstrate their use�
fulness here for a practical application� For the lat�
ter we have chosen the DNS of laminar�turbulent
transition of a �at�plate boundary�layer because
of our year�long experience in that 
eld ���� At
present we are testing the applicability of the meth�
ods for other numerical simulations as well� The ad�
vantage of transitional �ow 
elds� however� is that
vortices of di�erent size and strength as well as
increasing complexity appear as the laminar �ow
breaks down into random� small�scale turbulent mo�
tion� Another challenge is the simultaneous pres�
ence of high�shear layers and vortices which cannot
be distinguished using vorticity as in Silver et al��
for instance�

� TRANSITIONAL FLOW FIELD

Our concern here is the identi
cation and extrac�
tion of late�stage vortical structures in our DNS of
K�type transition experiments performed by Kach�
anov et al� in Novosibirsk� Russia �cf� Kachanov �����
As shown earlier in Rist � Fasel ���� or Rist �

Kachanov ����� our simulations are in excellent agree�
ment with the experimental data and hence provide
additional insight into the �ow�
eld because of the
simultaneous acquisition of all velocity components
which was not possible in the experiment� so far�

Here� a simulation has been performed using �
spectral modes in z �direction on a x � y�grid with
������� nodes� The number of unknowns at each
time instant thus amounts to �� � ��� and� starting
from an initially laminar �ow� ������ time steps
have been computed in order to capture the small�
scale unsteady motions�

Time�wise periodic disturbances have been in�
troduced into the boundary�layer �ow along a �at
plate at x � ��mm from the leading edge� After
ampli
cation and nonlinear interactions between
�D and �D waves� the 
rst so�called spikes appear
in hot�wire velocity signals at x � ���mm as a
typical indication for imminent laminar�turbulent
transition� Further downstream� at x � ��mm�
the �ow is already turbulent�

From experimental �ow visualizations it is al�
ready known that ��shaped vortices appear and
somehow shed smaller vortices in the transitional
region situated here between x � ���mm and x �
��mm� An instantaneous view of the 
rst such
event� i�e�� a ��vortex and a �hairpin��shaped vor�
tex at its downstream tip� is shown in Fig� � by
applying the vortex criterion described in x�� The
indicated cuts will be used for veri
cation of the
method further down�

According to the unsteady nature of the physi�
cal problem� the relative time �or phase �� is im�
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Figure �� View of �ow�eld structures at � � ���
using �� � � and an illustration of cuts used for

veri�cation
 Arrows at x � ���mm indicate sense of
rotation
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portant here� It is de
ned relative to the period of
forcing at x � ��mm as a fraction of that period�
The vortices rotate in the direction indicated by
the two arrows in the cutting plane at x � ���mm
and move low�speed �uid away from the wall� This
leads to a region of instantaneous streamwise veloc�
ity defect between the �legs� of the � and especially
at the tips of the loops where the vortex�induced
velocity points upstream� Thus� when a hot�wire
anemometer is placed in such a region it will indi�
cate a �spike� every time a vortex passes by�

� VORTEX IDENTIFICATION

As already mentioned� we want to use the method
proposed by Jeong � Hussain �� for vortex identi�

cation� So far� only a few examples for its use have
appeared in the literature� like for instance� Win�
tergerste et al� ����� Cui et al� ���� Jeong et al� ����
or our own work ����

Let ru be the velocity�gradient tensor of an in�
compressible �uid and ui�j its components� where

the 
rst index indicates the i th component of the
velocity vector and the second di�erentiation with
respect to the j th direction� Then

Sij �
�

�
�ui�j � uj�i � � and �ij �

�

�
�ui�j � uj�i �

are the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of ru�
respectively� If viscous e�ects and unsteady irrota�
tional straining are neglected� the tensor ���

S
�
ij ��

�
ij

� �z �

���

� �
�

�
p�ij

is connected to the Hessian of the pressure� p�ij �
i�e�� the matrix of the second spatial derivatives of
p in �D space� Thus� if the pressure has a local min�
imum� its Hessian must be positive de
nite� This is
equivalent to a negative de
nite matrix S�

ij ���
ij �

and hence� in a planar cut� a local pressure mini�
mum will exist if there is a negative de
nite sub�
matrix in ���� This condition is met when two neg�
ative eigenvalues occur� Therefore� if we order the
eigenvalues of ���

�� � �� � �	 �

�� � � will mean two negative eigenvalues� and
hence a local pressure minimum in some cutting
plane through the pressure 
eld belonging to rota�
tion� The criterion �� � � bounds such minima at
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Figure �� Comparison of the second largest
eigenvalue �� of the matrices in eqn
 ��� with the

pressure �a� and the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues
of ru �b� along cut A   A �x � ���mm� z � �� in

Fig
 �


the in�ection points when cutting through the min�
imum� This can be seen in Fig� � in a comparison of
�� with pressure and the criterion of Chong et al� ���
on a line �A � �A� that cuts right through the hair�
pin vortex in Fig� �� Clearly� �� � � �emphasized
by the vertical dash�dotted lines� correlates very
well with in�ection points in the pressure which oc�
cur at di�erent levels of p� Cutting p at a speci
c
threshold will certainly give a di�erent picture and
choosing an appropriate threshold value is a di��
cult task if one considers that pressure is in�uenced
by other events apart from swirling motion� There�
fore� �� � � is much easier to use than pressure
especially for iso�surface generation in �D because
of the steep gradients around �� � � which make
the results less dependent on the proper choice of
the threshold� In addition� stronger vortices yield
a stronger gradient and also a much lower �� than
weaker ones� Thus� weaker vortices may be removed
from the visualization by a low threshold�

Compared to the criterion based on complex ei�
genvalues of ru ���� the �� � � � criterion is never
in contradiction to Chong et al� ���� In addition� it
is more �conservative�� i�e�� it always remains below
the curve for ���� and does not produce small side
peaks at other y � Thus� it will cause less jitter when
used in �D than the complex eigenvalue criterion�

Cuts through the legs of the ��vortex at x �
���mm in Fig� � exhibit two local structures con�
nected with the presence of the vortex� low pres�
sure to balance the centrifugal forces of the swirling
motion in Fig� �a� and maxima of the in�plane vor�
ticity j�x j as an indication of rotation in Fig� �b��
Still� the vorticity depicts regions of spanwise shear
also� especially close to y � � because of the no�slip
boundary condition at the wall� Since the spanwise
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Figure �� Comparison of pressure �a�� x component
of vorticity �b�� vorticity magnitude �c�� and �� � �

�d� at x � ���mm� � � ���


shear dominates over all other shear components
within the boundary layer� vorticity magnitude in
Fig� �c� is totally unable to detect the vortex here�
Instead of a maximum there is nearly a minimum
at the position of the vortex� Here� the clearest pic�
ture of the cuts through the vortex� legs is given by
contours of �� � �� However� once the vortex is
identi
ed based on �� � �� the shear layers in the
vorticity plots are identi
ed as well�

Longitudinal cuts of the vorticity magnitude in
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Figure �� Comparison of vorticity magnitude �a��
pressure �b�� and �� � � �c� at z � �� � � ���


Fig� � a� also cannot distinguish between high�shear
layers and rotation� despite the fact that the ��
vortex and the hairpin vortex are cut at their down�
stream ends lying near the outer edge of the bound�
ary layer where less surrounding shear exists� The
pressure 
eld in Fig� � b� is governed by a se�
quence of minima and maxima together with wall
e�ects and a superimposed large�scale variation�
and hence does not yield a clear picture either�
Therefore� the need for a vortex criterion� like �� �
� which apparently works very well in Fig� � c��

The unsteady nature of the structures �� � � is
best illustrated in Fig� � An increasing number of
hairpin vortices �I � V� appears as time evolves�
The 
rst of these develops into a nearly perfect
ring with two long tails extending down towards the
wall while the others turn into similar� ��like loops�
The loops travel much faster than the ��vortex and
eventually snatch away from the �body� of the � as
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Figure �� Isosurfaces �� � ���� for three time
instants� � � ������ ������ and ��	��� from top to

bottom� respectively
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a new hairpin vortex whose tails move towards the
wall� In the meantime� the next loop has already
started to form as a small �bridge� between the legs
of the ��vortex�

The rather �clean� shape of the 
rst hairpin might
be due to the fact that this one evolves into a rather
undisturbed �ow� while the others might interact
with each others� The generation of new structures
beside z � � could also be caused by such inter�
actions� but this has to be clari
ed in further in�
vestigations� As more and more vortices�structures
evolve� the picture and possible interactions get in�
creasingly complex� This is why we needed a tool
for feature extraction and their tracking�

� FEATURE EXTRACTION AND
TRACKING

Once the structures have been found� it might be
necessary to identify� separate and track them� es�
pecially for unsteady �ows as in our case �c�f�� the
numbering in Fig� �� This is not only important
to reveal details which are hidden by certain struc�
tures in a data set �depending on the view direc�
tion�� but also as a 
rst step towards understand�
ing the interaction between di�erent structures� For
this we use �region growing	 ���� starting at the
���minimum of the data set� All the points sur�
rounding this seed point in x � y � and z direction
are considered until �� � � is encountered� Dur�
ing traversal of the data all points with �� � �
plus one surrounding �shell� of positive values are
copied to a temporary array whilst the data points
in the original array and belonging to the current
vortex are set to some large positive constant� This
removes regions which have already been traversed
from reconsideration and allows to start the ex�
traction for the next vortex automatically at the
new ���minimum� Thus� a list of vortices ordered
by their strength is generated� Simultaneously to
�� other data belonging to the vortex �p or �� for
instance� can be extracted from the �ow� as well�
However� it should be noted here that the separa�
tion of one structure into two or more which we
observe is dependent on the threshold value for
�� � � used for visualization� When two vortices
are stretched apart� the region between them gets
weaker and weaker and therefore it seems accept�
able to cut them into two for further investigations
�of the large�amplitude structures��

In order to reduce the resulting data� only those
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Figure �� Latestage vortices at � � ��� together
with extracted individual structures in their bounding

boxes


within a bounding box 
tted around the identi�

ed structure are stored and processed further� cf�
Fig� �� Thus� the original amount of data is re�
duced despite some duplication of information in
the overlap regions of the bounding boxes belong�
ing to neighboring vortices�

Once the vortices have been extracted� they can
be shown isolated or in connection as illustrated in
Fig� �� Each vortex can be given a tag� an individual
color� etc�� as has already been demonstrated by
Silver� Zabusky et al�

For animation and tracking� the list of extracted
vortices is traversed again and rearranged� A data
structure is built up during re�traversal of the list
that identi
es corresponding vortices or parts there�
of by an overlapping criterion when comparing data
of two consecutive time steps� Thus� the develop�
ment of individual structures can be tracked and
analyzed over time depending on the needs of the
researcher�

� CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that identi
cation and extraction
of vortices in a transitional �ow 
eld is an impor�
tant 
rst step towards a more abstract visualization
and understanding of the �ow 
eld extracted from
numerical data� The criterion proposed by Jeong
� Hussain has been veri
ed and apparently works
very well in our case�

We are well aware of some scepticism against
using this method ���� However� we could not iden�
tify a problem yet� For instance� the observation by
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Lugt � Copeland � � that not every vortex produces
a local pressure minimum holds only for vortices
with a Reynolds number around ��� This would
mean a vortex diameter of � � ���	mm in our case
which is really far away from the size of the struc�
tures we wanted to observe� Anyway� structures of
that size are well below the step size of the grid
in the present simulation� In addition� it has been
con
rmed that complex eigenvalues of the velocity�
gradient tensor as a necessary condition for �� � �
is not violated�

Choosing a threshold other than �� � � is rather
save because of the steep gradients of �� at the bor�
der of strong vortices� Vortices of di�erent strength
of rotation can be distinguished by their �� mini�
mum and weak vortices may be removed by choos�
ing a lower threshold� Thus� our extraction algo�
rithm based on �� automatically extracts the strong�
est vortices 
rst before it continues with the weaker
ones� This leads to a hierarchical list of structures
for further processing�

We believe that the techniques described here
will provide a valuable tool to gain deeper insight
into complicated unsteady �ow phenomena� There�
fore� its applicability to other �ows is currently un�
der investigation� as well�
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